
Arlington 7-25-21 

Race 1 

#2 ZIDIKAI (E) (Closer) Comes off a well-beaten second-place finish over the track and distance at this 
level earlier this month. Filly has a record of 3-1-1-0 on this oval and trainer Rodriguez wins with 12% of 
his runners in claiming events. Daughter of Noble Mission can be along from off the pace with 
Hernandez remaining aboard.  

#6 ANTECEDENCE (E) (Stalker) Weakened when fifth over 5 furlongs on grass at this level in her latest 
last month and has a record of 3-1-1-0 on this Polytrack. Daughter of Super Saver makes her second 
start since being claimed by Roddina Barrett, who wins with 15% of her runners in claiming events. 
Chestnut figures to be stalking the early pace with Bowen retaining the mount.  

#5 ARBITRARY (D) (Presser) Drops in class off a fading unplaced effort over 5 furlongs on grass last 
month in her first start since being claimed by Alexis Claire. Chestnut has won one of her two starts on 
this main track and can be on or near the early lead with Felix riding. 

#4 TIME BREAK (U) (Speed) Led from the start when breaking his maiden over 6 furlongs at Fairmount in 
her latest last month in her third outing and will try the Polytrack for the first time. Trainer Hughes has 
won with one of his five runners at this meet and filly can be a pace factor with Emigh riding.  

#1 HOODWINK (E) (Presser) Second from the Rodriguez barn faded to finish unplaced ovder 5 furlongs 
on turf at this level earlier this month and hit the board in one of two starts on this main track. Dark bay 
can be forwardly placed early with Perez in the saddle.  

#3 COOKIN ROSES (U) (Speed) Comes off a gate-to-wire maiden breaking win over 5 furlongs earlier this 
month. Trainer Hughes won with one of his last seven runners that broke their maiden last time out and 
filly can be in the early mix with apprentice Lopez up.  

Race 2 

#6 SHE’S WANDAFUL (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish a well-beaten fourth after chasing the early pace over 6 
½ furlongs on the main track at this level in her latest two weeks ago and tries grass for the first time. 
Chestnut has a decent pedigree for the surface and trainer Miller has won with 25% of her runners at 
this meet. Filly can be near the front from the start under Baird, who has won with one of his last three 
rides for the barn.  

#1 FUDGE BROWNIE (E) (Stalker) Won one of her two previous starts on grass and comes off a fading 
third-place finish over 6 ½ furlongs on the main track this month. Trainer Robertson wins with 12% of his 
runners on turf and daughter of Big Brown can be forwardly placed early with Roman in the irons.  

#2 DIVINE EXCHANGE (U) (Closer) Rallied from just off the pace when breaking her maiden over 1 1/16 
miles at Belterra in her latest last month in her first start on grass and first outing since March. Daughter 
of Verrazano is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and trainer Austin wins with 19% of his runners second 
off a layoff. Chestnut can be running from off the pace with Loveberry up.  

#4 SUPER READY (D) (Presser) Tries grass for the first time and drops in class off a fading last of eight 
place finish over 6 ½ furlongs at Churchill last month in her first start since being claimed by Andrew 



McKeever. Daughter of Super Saver has won one of her six career starts and is a half-sister to two 
winners on grass. Filly can be near the front early with Bowen in the irons.  

#3 CITY FUN (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced at this level over the course and distance in her 
latest last month in her second start of the year. Mare has won one of five starts on grass and barn wins 
with 20% third off a layoff but dark bay needs to find improvement to be a factor.  

#5 UNION PARK GAL (D) (Stalker) Gave way badly when unplaced at this distance on the main track at 
Indiana in her latest last month in her first start since being claimed by John Haran. Filly has won one of 
six outings on turf but barn has won with just one of 32 runners at this meet.  

Race 3 

#2 PITAMAN (U) (Speed) Led from the start when winning his latest over the track and distance 
defeating easier earlier this month. Son of Pioneerof the Nile has a record of 4-2-1-0 on this oval and 
trainer Vanden Berg wins with 48% of her claimers that won last time out. Dark bay figures to be sent 
early again with Emigh retaining the mount.  

#5 CRANKSHAFT (E) (Speed) Was caught late after leading from the start when second over 6 furlongs at 
this level in his latest this month. Gelding has won one of his eight starts on this oval and trainer Silva 
wins with 13% of his runners in claiming events. Son of Mineshaft can be on or near the early lead with 
Baird remaining aboard.  

#6 SPINSTER ROAD (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when defeating easier at this distance at 
Hawthorne in his latest in December and will make his first start on an all-weather surface. Trainer 
Robertson wins with 15% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ days and gelding can be running lae 
with Roman riding.  

#3 WILLOW RIDGE (E) (Closer) Finished third in an even effort over 6 furlongs at this level in his latest 
last month in his second start after a short break. 7-year-old has won four of his 19 starts on this 
Polytrack and can be a contender for a small share with Felix in the saddle again. 

#1 HIGH HERO (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish fifth after vying for the early lead in his latest at this level over 
6 furlongs this month. Trainer Perez wins with 12% of his claimers and gelding can be a pace factor with 
apprentice Lopez up.  

#7 RENEGADE BOB (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced over one mile on grass at this level in his 
latest this month. Trainer Hughes wins with just 3% of runners going from a route to a sprint and colt 
failed to hit the board in four previous starts on this oval.  

#4 CREAL WONDER (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when defeating easier over 6 furlongs at 
Fairmount in his latest this month. Gelding hit the board in one of two previous starts on this oval but 
moves up in class and may struggle at this level.  

Race 4 

#5 TIZ SUSAN ANN (U) (Presser) Drew off to defeat easier by over 9 lengths in her latest last month and 
has a record of 4-1-1-0 on this oval. Trainer Lopez has won with two of six runners at this meet and 
daughter of Colonel John can be in good position from the start with Roman retaining the mount.  



#6 BOURBON REBELLION (E) (Closer) Has not been seen since closing to finish fifth as the favorite over 6 
furlongs at this level here last September. Daughter of Shanghai Bobby has won one of seven career 
starts and trainer Harty wins with 16% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ days. Filly can be 
running late with Loveberry in the saddle. 

#7 SISTER RULER (D) (Stalker) Weakened to finish a well-beaten third after chasing the early pace over 5 
furlongs here two weeks ago. Dark bay has a record of 11-1-5-2 here and trainer Manley wins with 17% 
of his runners in allowance events. Mare can be forwardly placed early under Baird, who has won with 
three of his last five rides for the barn.  

#2 WILLOW MOON (U) (Speed) Weakened to finish sixth after vying for the early lead in her latest here 
three weeks ago. Dark bay has won one of her two starts on this oval and trainer Mason wins with 12% 
of her runners in allowance races. 5-year-old can be in the early mix with Wiseman in the irons.  

#4 LADY ATLANTIC (U) (Closer) Drew off to defeat easier by nine lengths in her latest over 6 furlongs 
here early this month. Trainer Ryan wins with 13% of runners that won last time out and mare can be 
running late with Felix up.  

#1 MS SASSY ATITUDE (E) (Stalker) Second from the Mason barn tries an all-weather surface for the first 
time and has not raced since leading from the start to win her latest over one mile at Thistledown in 
early-October. Dark bay can be forwardly placed early under Gallardo but could just need this outing. 

#3 JOLINA (E) (Presser) Faded to finish a well-beaten fifth after pressing the early pace over oner mile on 
grass this month in her second start of the year and tries an all-weather surface for the first time. 
Trainer Mitchell has won with one of his first 12 runners at this meet and daughter of Lemon Drop Kid 
can be a pace factor with Bowen in the saddle.  

Race 5 

#4 FINNEGAN (D) (Stalker) Finished fifth in an even effort over 5 furlongs on grass in his latest in a 
starter allowance at Belterra last month in his first start since April. Son of Unbridled’s Song has won two 
of his five starts on all-weather tracks and makes his first outing for trainer Rivelli, who has won with 
38% of his runners at this meet. Gelding can be running from off the pace under Baird, who has won 
with five of his last 15 rides for the barn.  

#3 OFFLEE FUN (E) (Closer) Rallied from just off the pace when winning his latest over the track and 
distance this month in his second start of the year. Trainer Aguilar wins with 18% of his runners that 
won last time out and dark bay can be running late with Uske retaining the mount.  

#8 TRE LEE DIVINE (E) (Closer) Weakened to finish third after chasing the early pace over the track and 
distance at this level in his latest this month in his third outing after a five month break. Son of Divine 
Park has won one of his nine starts here and trainer Mason wins with 14% of her claimers. Bay can be 
running from off the pace with Gallardo remaining aboard. 

#7 LANDOFTHEPHARAOHS (E) (Closer) Comes off a well-beaten last of five place finish as the favorite 
over 1 1/16 miles here two weeks ago and has won one of his four starts on this oval. Gray has a record 
of 3-1-1-1 at this distance and trainer Silva wins with 13% of his claimers. Son of Cairo Prince can be 
closing with Lopez up.  



#6 ONCEWEWEREBROTHERS (E) (Presser) Faded to finish a well-beaten fourth over the track and 
distance at this level this month in his third start for trainer Zawitz and third outing of the year. Gelding 
has won one of his four stars here and Zawitz has won with four of his 11 runners at this meet. 5-year-
old can be near the front early under Tavares, who has won with two of his last six rides for the barn.  

#5 GREELEYS ICE (E) (Stalker) Gave way badly when fifth of six runners over the track and distance at this 
level in his latest this month. Trainer Inman wins with 9% of his runners in claiming events and dark bay 
has won one of his 11 starts here but has not won in a while and is likely just a brief pace factor.  

#1 MUTAKDDIM ROAD (E) (Stalker) Comes off a well-beaten unplaced effort at this distance at 
Fairmount earlier this month. 7-year-old has won two of his three previous starts on this oval but has 
been in poor form for a while. 

#2 CANARY ISLANDS (D) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced facing slightly better over the track 
and distance this month in his second start of the year. Barn wins with 9% of runners third off a layoff 
but gelding seems unlikely to find needed improvement to be a factor.  

Race 6 

#3 DELFT BLUE (E) (Stalker) Was claimed by Larry Rivelli when making some progress from off the pace 
to finish second at this level over the course and distance last month. Son of Big Blue Kitten has hit the 
board in six of his nine starts on turf and Rivelli wins with 32% of his runners first time off the claim and 
with 28% of his starters in maiden claiming events. Chestnut can be in good position from the start with 
Loveberry up.  

#6 QUIET PRAYER (D) (Closer) Faded to finish unplaced at this distance in a maiden special weight event 
at Houston in his debut in late-January. Son of Temple City is a half-brother to two winners and trainer 
Stidham wins with 19% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ days. Dark bay could show more here 
with Carroll in the irons.  

#5 SKIP THE SMALLTALK (U) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced after pressing the early pace when 
claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg in his latest on the main track over 5 ½ furlongs nine days ago. Son of 
Jump Start has hit the board in three of four starts on grass and Vanden Berg wins with 41% first time 
off the claim. Gelding can be forwardly placed from the start with Emigh riding.  

#7 ANDTHETHUNERROLLS (E) (Closer) Made mild progress when fifth over 1 1/16 miles at this level in his 
latest here this month in his third start after a long break. Trainer Block wins with 20% of his maiden 
claimers and son of Quality Road is a half-brother to four winners and can be a factor late with Tavares 
retaining the mount.  

#9 LITTLE TOOL (E) (Closer) Weakened when fifth of six runners in his debut on the main track at Indiana 
earlier this month. Son of Mineshaft is a half-brother to one winner on turf and trainer Granitz wins with 
33% of his second-time starters. Dark bay should show improvement there with Morales riding.  

#1 OFF TO THE BEACH (E) (Closer) Made late progress hen third ovder 1 1/16 miles at this level in his 
latest this month in his first start since April. 6-year-old is still a maiden after 50 career starts but could 
garner a small share with Wiseman in the saddle.  



#2 JULIO TUTWILER (E) (Closer) Weakened late after making progress from just off the pace when sixth 
over 1 1/16 miles at this level in his latest this month in his first start since being claimed by Hugo 
Rodriguez in May. Rodriguez won with one of his last seven runners second off the claim and son of 
Empire Maker can be closing late with Roman retaining the mount.  

#8 COLD BIRDIE (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Blanca Candelas when fading to finish unplaced over 6 
furlongs on the main track facing easier in his latest last month in his second outing. Chestnut has a 
decent pedigree for grass but appears unlikely to find needed improvement to be a contender.  

#4 KIT KOWALESKI (E) (Presser) Gave way badly when unplaced at this level over 1 1/16 miles in his 
latest this month in his third outing. Trainer Swearingen wins with 9% of his runners on grass and 
gelding can be a brief pace factor with Bowen up.  

Race 7 

#2 GOOD MONGOLIA (E) (Speed) Weakened to finish fifth after leading early over the course and 
distance in her latest at this level this month in her first start since May. Daughter of Drosselmeyer has 
won three of her nine starts on this turf and trainer Rodriguez has won with 20% of his runners at this 
meet. Mare can be the one to catch with Felix retaining the mount.  

#7 SENSE OF SELF (E) (Closer) Was outrun late after making a bid for the lead over the course and 
distance earlier this month and has a record of 10-1-3-1 on grass. Trainer Slager has won with 10% of his 
runners at this meet and daughter of Street Sense can be a factor late with Tavares remaining aboard.  

#5 BRUNELLA (U) (Presser) Was prominent from the start when a close second over 1 1/16 miles on the 
main track in her latest early this month. Daughter of Munnings has won two of her eight career starts 
on grass and trainer Watkins has won with 24% of his runners this year. Bay can be near the front early 
with Emigh remaining aboard.  

#6 DRINKS ON ME (E) (Stalker) May have needed her latest when unplaced over the course and distance 
at this level this month being her first start since November. Daughter of Stay Thirsty has hit the board 
in two of her five starts on this oval and trainer Winebaugh wins with 21% of her runners second off a 
layoff. Mare can be in good early position with Bowen up. 

#3 EMBARRASSING (D) (Closer) Stablemate of the top selection was not a factor when a well-beaten last 
of four runners on the main track this month in his first start since being claimed by Rodriguez in May. 
Rodriguez has won with 20% of his runners at this meet and mare can be a factor late with Ulloa up.  

#8 KINGSBURY DREAM (E) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace when winning her latest at this distance on 
the main track early this month in her third start of the year. Chestnut has hit the board in five of eight 
starts on grass and trainer Childers wins with 11% of runners that won last time out. Mare may garner a 
small share from off the pace with Roman in the irons. 

#9 LADY BREXIT (E) (Closer) Finished fourth in an even effort over the course and distance at this level in 
her latest this month. Daughter of English Channel has won one of her four starts on this turf and trainer 
Davis wins with 16% of is runners on grass. Chestnut can be running late under Carroll, who has won 
with 14% of his rides for the barn in the past two months.  



#4 RAPID TRANSIT (D) (Stalker) Gave way to finish unplaced facing slightly better in her latest over the 
course and distance last month. Trainer Poulos has won with 15% of her runners at this meet and 
daughter of Bullet Train can be near the front early with Santiago in the saddle.  

#1 HERO ALEXANDRA (U) (Closer) Made it three wins in a row when rallying from off the pace to defeat 
easier over 1 1/16 miles on the main track early this month. Trainer Bahena wins with 19% of his 
runners that won last time out but mare failed to hit the board in three previous starts on grass.  

Race 8 

#5 IN LOVE (D) (Closer) Made some belated progress after a slow start while unplaced in the Wise Dan 
(G2) over 1 1/16 miles at Churchill last month in his third start of the year. Gelding has a record of 6-1-2-
1 on grass and trainer Lobo won with his first runner at this meet. Bay can be along from just off the 
pace under Achard, who has won with three of his last eight rides for the barn.  

#6 SNIPER KITTEN (U) (Presser) Led from the start when winning his latest over the course and distance 
early this month in his third start since being claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg. Son of Kitten’s Joy has 
won two of his four starts on this turf and barn wins with 42% of runners that won last time out. Bay can 
be in the early mix with Emigh remaining aboard.  

#1 DYN O MITE (D) (Stalker) Weakened to finish fourth after chasing the early leader at this distance at 
Churchill last month in his first start after a short break. Trainer Desormeaux wins with 14% of his 
runners in allowance events and son of Goldencents has won one of his six starts on grass. Colt can be in 
good early position with Carroll riding.  

#2 LEMON KICK (E) (Closer) Finished well when third on dirt at Prairie Meadows in his latest earlier this 
month and has a record of 4-1-0-3 on this turf. Trainer Davis wins with 16% of his runners on grass and 
son of Lemon Drop Kid can be closing late under Lopez, who has won with two of his last nine rides for 
this stable.  

#3 STAR OF KODIAK (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish fifth over 5 furlongs at this level in his latest last month 
in his first start since being claimed by Lori Plasters. Dark bay won one of his three previous starts at this 
distance and Plasters won with two of her last three runners second off the claim. Gelding can be 
forwardly placed early with Santiago riding.  

#8 MY BARILEY (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Steve Manley when closing to finish fourth over the course 
and distance facing easier in his latest early this month. Manley wins with 14% of his runners first time 
off the claim and dark bay has hit the board in two of his five starts here. Son of Mizzen Mast figures to 
be closing late with Tavares in the irons.  

#4 JOB SECURITY (D) (Closer) Was not a threat when unplaced over 12 furlongs in his latest at Churchill 
facing better last month in his first start since April. Trainer Pessin has won with 17% of his runners this 
year but gelding has not hit the board in five starts on grass.  

#7 STALLONE (U) (Speed) Led from the start when defeating easier over 6 furlongs at Fairmount earlier 
this month. Bay failed to hit the board in one previous start on turf but can be a pace factor with Perez 
in the saddle.  

 



Best Bets: 

Race 6 

#3 DELFT BLUE (E) (Stalker) Was claimed by Larry Rivelli when making some progress from off the pace 
to finish second at this level over the course and distance last month. Son of Big Blue Kitten has hit the 
board in six of his nine starts on turf and Rivelli wins with 32% of his runners first time off the claim and 
with 28% of his starters in maiden claiming events. Chestnut can be in good position from the start with 
Loveberry up.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #3 DELFT BLUE = $20 

$5 Exacta 3 with 5,6 = $10 

$5 Pick Three 3 with 2,5,7 with 5 = $15 

Race 8 

#5 IN LOVE (D) (Closer) Made some belated progress after a slow start while unplaced in the Wise Dan 
(G2) over 1 1/16 miles at Churchill last month in his third start of the year. Gelding has a record of 6-1-2-
1 on grass and trainer Lobo won with his first runner at this meet. Bay can be along from just off the 
pace under Achard, who has won with three of his last eight rides for the barn.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #5 IN LOVE = $20 

$5 Exacta 5 with 1,6 = $10 


